Historical review

Charcot-Leyden crystals and Curschmann spirals in asthmatic sputum

ALEX SAKULA

More than a century has elapsed since the microscopic examination of the sputum of asthmatic patients revealed characteristic crystals (so called “asthma crystals”) and spirals, which are now referred to respectively as Charcot-Leyden crystals and Curschmann spirals.

This paper relates the story of their discovery, the eponymous personalities concerned, the development of our knowledge of these structures, and current views on their significance.

Jean-Martin Charcot (1825–1893)

Charcot (fig 1) was born in 1825 in Paris and in 1853 qualified MD Paris. Virtually throughout his entire career he was associated with the great Paris hospital the Salpetrière, where he served from 1848 as interne and from 1862 as physician. He was at the Salpetrière when it was bombed in 1871 during the Franco-Prussian war. Initially, morbid anatomy was his ruling passion and the lung one of his special interests; his description of the pulmonary lobule remains a classic. In 1872 he became professor of pathological anatomy. At the same time, however, he pursued his clinical studies, especially in the field of nervous diseases, in which his contributions to the knowledge of such conditions as tabes dorsalis, multiple sclerosis, and hysteria were outstanding. In 1882 he was appointed to a chair in neurology, the first of its kind in the world. His lecture demonstrations at the Salpetrière were famous and attracted students from afar, including Sigmund Freud in 1885. Charcot died of acute pulmonary oedema secondary to aortic valvular disease in 1893.

It was early in his career at the Salpetrière that Charcot, with Charles-Philippe Robin (1821–1885), published in 1853 a report on the pathological findings in a case of leukaemia (leucocytémie) in which blood taken from the right ventricle and also the spleen showed microscopically the presence of crystals, which they also saw in the sputum of a woman with bronchitis. In 1860 Charcot published a more detailed description of the crystals (fig 2), this time his coauthor being his old student friend Edmé Felix Vulpian (1826–1887).

These crystals were colourless and hexagonal in shape, appearing to be composed of two pyramids with their bases in apposition. Measurement nowadays shows them to be 20–40 μm × 2–4 μm. Interestingly, these crystals had been observed two years earlier, in 1851, by Friedrich Albert Zenker (1825–1898), but he did not publish his findings until 1870. Nevertheless, some refer to the crystals as “Zenker’s crystals.” Further illustrations of these crystals, in the sputum of bronchitic patients, appeared in 1854 by August Foerster (1822–1865) and in 1859 by Peter Harting (1812–1885). The greatest English authority on asthma of the nineteenth century, Henry Hyde Salter (1823–1871), in his
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Fig 1 Jean-Martin Charcot (1825–93).
book On Asthma (1860) included an illustration of "corpuscles" seen in asthmatic sputum, among which were objects looking like crystals; but he did not recognise or designate them as such.9,10

Ernst Victor von Leyden (1832–1910)

Leyden (fig 3) was born in 1832 in Danzig and in 1854 qualified MD Berlin. He served in the German army and in 1865 was appointed professor of internal medicine at Königsberg. In 1872 he accepted a similar chair at Strasburg and in 1876 another at Berlin. He was cofounder of the Zeitschrift für Klinische Medizin. In 1894 he was called to Russia to attend the Czar Alexander and after this was raised to the nobility. Like Charcot, Leyden later specialised in neurology, making important contributions to the understanding of diseases of the spinal cord. He is considered by some to have been the first to describe myotonia congenita, although in Britain the condition is usually referred to as Thomsen's disease.11

Leyden was at Königsberg when, with his assistant Max Jaffe (1841–1911), he saw in 1870, for the first time, crystals in the sputum of an asthmatic patient. In 1871 he drew attention to this at a medical meeting,12 and in the following year he published a report in Virchow's Archives (fig 4).13 Fifteen years later, in 1886, he gave a more detailed description.14 Although aware that the crystals had been previously described by Charcot and others, he defended his claim for priority of discovery of the association of the crystals with asthma.

Early theories about Charcot-Leyden crystals

After Charcot's description of the crystals in 1853, there was considerable speculation about their nature and possible role in asthma. Charcot himself did not appreciate the special significance of the crystals in asthma. Leyden's view was that the crystals developed from white blood corpuscles, seen in the blood and bone marrow. The presence of crystals in the sputum of asthmatic patients, however, led him to postu-
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late that they could be the cause of the asthmatic attack, acting by mechanical irritation of the bronchial mucosa, which reflexly induced spasm of the bronchial muscles. In an attempt to simulate this, he carried out some animal experiments in which finely ground glass was inhaled, but this failed to provoke an asthmatic attack. These views of Leyden on the possible aetiological role of the crystals in asthma were not universally accepted—for example, Karl Störk in 1875 and Benno Lewy in 1891 considered that both the asthmatic attack and the formation of crystals were independent responses to some exogenous agent.

Heinrich Curschmann (1846–1910)

Curschmann (fig 5) was born in 1846 in Giessen and in 1868 qualified MD Giessen. After postgraduate work in Berlin, he moved in 1879 to Hamburg, where for the next 10 years he was director of the State Hospital. In 1888 he became Professor of Internal Medicine at Leipzig. His interests in general medicine were far ranging, as his many publications show. While working at Hamburg he attended the Congress of Internal Medicine at Wiesbaden in 1882, where he presented his views on Charcot-Leyden crystals and described the spiral structures seen in the sputum of asthmatic patients, with which his name has ever since been associated eponymously. The spirals may be longer than 1 cm, when they are easily visible to the naked eye. They are of a white or yellow colour and microscopically are seen to be composed of mucus threads, around which many fibrils appear to be bound (fig 6).

Curschmann opposed Leyden’s views on the possible role of the crystals in the causation of the asthmatic attack and believed that the cause lay with the spirals, which were merely the expectorated mucinous plugs, or casts, that had blocked the fine bronchial airways and, with associated bronchial muscle spasm, were the fundamental cause of asthma. He suggested that the crystals might be a degenerate form of the spirals. In 1883 Curschmann published a more detailed description of the spirals to be found in the sputum in the variety of asthma that he preferred to call “bronchiolitis exudativa”.

At the Wiesbaden meeting in 1882 another participant, Emil Ungar (1849–1934), quite independently reported the finding of spirals in asthmatic sputum.

As is often the case, a search of published papers has brought to light older descriptions of the spirals. As early as 1834 Amedée Lefèvre (1798–1869) and in 1856 Joseph Honoré Simon Beau (1806–65) had both described spirals in the sputum of asthmatic patients, Beau likening their appearance to cooked vermicelli.

Sir William Osler (1849–1919) in the first edition of his great textbook, The Principles and Practice of Medicine (1892), had this to say of Curschmann’s spirals and Charcot-Leyden crystals:

Often with a naked eye a twisted spiral character can be seen, particularly if the sputum is spread on a glass with a black background. Microscopically, many of these pellets have a spiral structure, which renders them among the most remarkable bodies met with in sputum. It is not a little curious that they should have been practically overlooked until described a few years ago by Cur-
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It is important to appreciate that the eosinophil was unknown until it was first demonstrated by Paul Ehrlich (1854–1915) in 1879, when he introduced eosin in his technique for differential staining of white blood cells.24 25 Before 1879 neither Charcot, Leyden, nor any one else could possibly have conceived a connection between Charcot-Leyden crystals and eosinophils.

When the staining of blood and sputum came into general use, it was not long before the eosinophils seen in the blood and sputum of many patients suffering from asthma came to be recognised. In this the laboratory of Friedrich von Müller (1858–1941) of Marburg played an important part, especially the contribution of Friedrich Fink (1867–?) in his inaugural dissertation of 1890.26

Eosinophils in excess were detected also in the nasal mucosa and secretions of sufferers from hay fever. Moreover, in both asthma and hay fever the presence of Charcot-Leyden crystals was closely associated with that of eosinophils. The question that required to be answered was: what was the nature of this association?

Current understanding of the composition and role of Charcot-Leyden crystals and Curschmann spirals

Only in the past couple of decades has the relationship of the eosinophil and Charcot-Leyden crystals been elucidated and the chemistry of the Charcot-Leyden crystal protein understood.

It is now generally accepted that Charcot-Leyden crystals are found wherever there is a large turnover of eosinophils, when they are present in excess, whether in blood, tissue, or secretions. Thus crystals are found in asthma not only in the sputum but also in specimens of bronchial mucosa removed at bronchoscopy, as well as in bronchial lavage washings. In hay fever, or allergic rhinitis, they may be present in the nasal secretions, in biopsy specimens of nasal mucosa, and in excised nasal polypi. They are present in the lung in tropical pulmonary eosinophilia (due to filaria) and pulmonary ascariasis. They are also seen in eosinophilic granuloma of bone. In intestinal disease, where there is eosinophilic infiltration of the mucosa (for example, in helminth infestations or food sensitivity reactions) the crystals may be detected in the stools. In leukaemia they may be present in the bone marrow, and it is a matter of speculation whether Charcot’s original case in 1853 was one of myeloid leukaemia of the rare eosinophilic type. It has also been shown that Charcot-Leyden crystals may be found in relation to granular leucocytes of basophil type.27

Charcot-Leyden crystals may be absent or difficult to find in a fresh specimen but appear after the specimen has stood awhile. There are now laboratory techniques whereby crystals may be readily formed in vitro by lysing the eosinophils, although this is possible only in primates—the eosinophils of guineapigs behave differently and do not produce crystals.

The chemical composition of the crystals has proved difficult to unravel. In 1856 Jean Baptiste Vidal (1825–1893)28 maintained that the crystals were haematoxylon; in 1864 Nikolaus Friedreich (1825–1885)29 considered them to be tyrosine. The semen and tissue of the testis occasionally contain microscopic crystals known variously, by the names of their describers, as the crystals of Neumann, Reinke, or Lubarsch. These crystals are composed of spermine phosphate and it has been suggested that this is also the substance of which Charcot-Leyden crystals are formed. There is, however, no basis for this and the two varieties of crystal are quite distinct.

Recent research, however, has shown that Charcot-Leyden crystals are composed of an acidic protein, of molecular weight about 13000.30 Radio-immunoassay has enabled its detection in blood serum.31 This protein is largely, if not entirely, lysophospholipase (phospholipase B), the function of which is to inactivate lysophospholipid.32 The role of lysophospholipids and lysophospholipases in human disease is still little understood. Lysophospholipids exist in many-mammalian tissues, located in the cell membrane, where their biosynthesis and degradation...
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are carefully balanced. They possess a toxic action on cells—for example, they may produce haemolysis. Lysophospholipases are the enzymes that degrade lysophospholipids, by catalysing the hydrolysis of acyl ester bonds. They are also implicated in prostaglandin metabolism. The role that lysophospholipase have in asthma remains a matter for speculation.

Curschmann spirals are now known to be composed chiefly of glycoprotein, and often contain eosinophils and Charcot-Leyden crystals; lysophospholipase has been found in spirals.

The actual source from which the Charcot-Leyden protein is derived has been variously described as being the nucleus, cytoplasm, or membrane of the eosinophil cell, but there is now little doubt that it arises from the granules. When these fragment, the protein is extruded and this forms the nidus around which the crystal develops.

Conclusion

Although virtually every textbook of medicine and monograph on asthma during the past century have made reference to the presence of Charcot-Leyden crystals and Curschmann spirals in the sputum of asthmatic patients, it must be admitted that at the present time, when there are so many other aids to diagnosis, these constituents of the sputum are no longer of major diagnostic importance to the practising physician or pathologist.

It is now accepted that there is nothing pathognomonic about the crystals, which may be present in any condition or site where there is excessive turnover of eosinophils—and, rarely, of basophils.

I wish to express my thanks to Professor Hans Schadewaldt of Düsseldorf, whose Geschichte der Allergie (München: Dustri-Verlag Dr Karl Feistl, 1983) has proved to be an invaluable source of reference and who kindly agreed to the reproduction of the three portraits (figs 1, 3, and 5).
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